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Ian Galbraith watches his train from under the tree at the H & M Railway in Wellington.     Photo by John Robinson. 
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Dubs A in G Scale 
By John Robinson 

Background / Inspiration. 
          I’d always wanted to have 
to have a model of a Dubs A but 
never got around to making one 
for my Sn3½ railway, but as fate 
would have it the inspiration fi-
nally came from an unexpected 
quarter, my daughters.  Well 
having decided to build them a 
garden railway, every girl should 
have one you know, some inter-
net research lead me to Kerry 
Paterson’s Ashburton Forks 
Railway web site (www.
geocities.com/nzr1in24/index.
html?200514) and his fine model 
of a Dubs A.  His web site had 
some pictures and notes of how 
he constructed his model by 
modifying a Bachmann Porter. 
          What an ideal way to get a 
feel for the new scale on a lim-
ited budget.  So after an ex-
change of emails and a couple of phone calls I have 
followed his lead and have produced my version of 
a Dubs A in G.  It’s not intended to be an accurate 
model, but a satisfactory model from a garden rail-
way viewing distance. 
          The only references used were an S Scale 
general arrangement plan enlarged to G Scale, 
about a dozen photos from old Journals etc, an 
NZRLS book “Locomotive Selection” which had a 
section on the Dubs A, and some detailed photos I 
took years ago at Tinwald of a Dubs A running on 
the Plains Railway.  What turned out to be kind of 
handy was that my detail photos were vaguely to G 
scale, so I’d just eyeball whatever detail part I was 
making directly to the photos, getting the feel was 
more important than dead to scale. 
          My version used the Bachmann G scale Por-
ter saddle tank loco.  The current version is a side 
tank, which looks like it might to be a better choice 
to start from than the saddle tank, either way most 

The starting point, the Bachmann Porter loco  

of the body will be wasted as it’s the running gear 
we’re after.  Rather than a boring blow by blow 
narrative on the construction I hope the following 
notes and the annotated photos illustrate the main 
details for you. 
 
Modification to the Porter Running Gear 

          The underframe required reducing in 
length at each end, some reshaping, and “cutting 
and pasting” various pieces of the offcuts to re-
shape the front, form a new ashpan and spacers at 
the rear. 
          As the Porter is about 12mm wider over the 
cylinders than the Dub A some surgery to reduce 
the overall width was needed.  To do this the 
crank pin bosses on the wheels were machine off 
for me by Acme Engineering and I reduced the 
thickness of crank pin heads and parts of side 
rods etc plus modified the cross heads.  To match 
the cylinder casing was reduced in width by cut-
ting the middle portion out of the saddle part.  
Another cheat was to mount the cross head guide 
and piston shaft a little off centre reducing the 
width another couple of millimetres. 
          The cylinders were also reduced in length 
and remounted forward and put on the correct 
rake plus some bolt detail added. 
          Next the motor was raised from lying flat 
and facing to the rear to be almost upright and the 
whole motor/gearbox assembly then rotated 180° 

 

The finished loco, 26 Sept 2006 
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to fit up into the tool box/sand box 
area, sorry a bit hard to describe. 
          Strips of styrene added were 
added to top of underframe to get to 
more or less correct high and bit of 
lead for weight. 
          Of course astute observers will 
note my Dubs A has solid frames 
unlike the prototype with it’s open 
frame allowing you to see the internal 
valve gear.  A compromise I’m happy 
with, it’s all dark and horrible in there 
anyway. 
 
The Body 

          Firstly a cardboard body mock 
up was made to check the fit for the 
motor position and how the body 
would fit over Bachmann circuit 
board.  It was also used to firm up the 
size of the piece of Perspex used to 
form the body subframe.  Sorry proba-
bly not the correct term but that’s what 
I’ve called the false floor to the cab, 
side tanks etc.  A suitable piece of 
PVC pipe for the boiler was found in a 
fellow modeller’s builder’s scrape 
heap and my version of the Dubs A 
was taking shape. 
          So with the mock up looking 
okay it was on with making up the 
body out of styrene, and the said PVC 

Above: Perspex sheet was cut and bolted to the underframe. The Bach-
mann circuit board and smoke unit was remounted on to the perspex 
sub frame.  
 
Below: A new boiler was made from PVC waste pipe.  The unsuspect-
ing driver is about to have his thighs removed.  

Off cuts used for 
cross members 

Underframe short-
ened and bits cut 
out to suit. 

Motor & Gearbox remounted to 
fit inside toolbox/sandbox area 

Crosshead cut down 

Sides built up with styrene 

Lead for weight 

Width of chassis reduced 
by 12mm 

Cylinder assembly 
bolted to allow ad-
justment 

More offcuts used 
here to reshape 
the underframe 

Cylinder ends reused 
with extra “bolt” detail 
added 

Cylinders shortened, moved closer 
to wheels and on correct rake 

Crank pin boss on 
wheels machined off 



Above:  The modified driver.  Brass pins were used to represent 
rivets (arrowed).  The boiler backhead was reduced in height . 
 

Below: The completed headstocks, brake rigging and shunter's 
steps Headstocks have stripwood core and thin styrene ‘steel plate’ 
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pipe after a good clean.  Heaps of brass 
pins from Spotlight form rivets and sun-
dry bits of brass strip etc to make up the 
fittings.  Very much a case of what looked 
about right was right.   
          Reused from the Porter body were 
the cab floor and backhead moulding with 
a bit chopped out plus the backhead fit-
tings, part of the funnel, one of the domes, 
the bottom half of the bell, smoke box 
front, whistle and the driver.  Poor lad, he 
had part of his legs cut off thought, and 
never blinked once. 
          The cab window surrounds are filed 
down Ratio plastic OO wagon wheels 
(with the spokes removed!) and the head-
lights are S Scale loco kerosene head-
lights that with addition of a handle and a 
bit if filing looked right. 
          One of the last things was to beef 
up the overall weight at bit by gluing a 
block of lead inside the top half of the 
boiler. 
 
And that’s about it 
          The couplings and side chains 
hooks are castings done by Glen Anthony, 
Ken Lankshear kindly airbrushed the 
body for me, I dusted on some chalk 
weathering, put some slab wood in the 
bunkers and she’s ready for work.  
 
Thanks for reading, hope you like it, I do. 

Porter’s dome with base of bell added to give top flair 

Base of Porter’s funnel 
reworked and to brass 
funnel 

Smokebox front from 
Porter with made up 
brass dog and clamp 
(“handles”) 

Safeties made up from bits of brass wire, tube & strip 

Reused whistle 

Bunker hungry 
boards from brass 
strip & strip wood 
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Building the Tuahiwi Valley Lumber & Mining Co Railway 
By Neil Wiggins 

Part One. 

Here are some photos of 
the start of construction 
of the Tuahiwi Valley 
Lumber & Mining Co 
railway.  Very little in 
the way of trains as yet, 
just lots of dirt being 
moved.  I liked the idea 
of having a railway 
raised off the ground but 
was a bit daunted by the 
amount of fill needed to 
do it.  I finally came up 
with the idea of excavating a sunken 
courtyard and using the dirt to build up 
the area next to it.  The idea is to have a 
loop running around the courtyard and 
climb up and around the pile as well. 
 
The first step was to build a retaining 
wall along the back and side boundaries 
to hold the dirt.  An early rough estimate 
was 25 cu m to be excavated.  The wall 
is 600mm high built out of 140 x 60 half 
rounds.  I got some extra fill in from a 
building site down the road at this stage 
as I wasn’t sure that there would be 
enough from the courtyard.  Plywood 
panels were used to create a space for 
drainage gravel to help keep the raised 
bed from becoming waterlogged in wet 
weather 
 
I hired a 1.5 ton digger to excavate the 
courtyard.  It took about 7 machine 
hours over two days to finish it.  It took 
a bit longer than I first thought as I had 
to double handle a lot of the fill to get it 
from the hole to the far side of the raised 
bed.  Unfortunately I didn’t survey as I 
was going, preferring to use the Mk I 
eyeball to judge things.  That meant I 
ended up several inches shallow at one 
end as the ground sloped more than I 
thought.  Doesn’t sound like much until 
you have to move the last couple of cu-
bic metres by shovel and barrow… 

 

This is a shot of the backyard before starting.  The tree at left will become the 
centre of the courtyard with the dirt being placed where the fire is.  The overall 

area is about 18m x 9m 

 

The retaining wall with the plywood panels for drainage gravel 

Excavation complete with the dirt mountain in the background 
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Drainage for the 
courtyard is via a 
soak pit in one cor-
ner with hopefully 
enough fall to send 
all the water to that 
end.   No doubt that 
will be tested this 
winter to see if its 
big enough!  Late 
summer saw the 
courtyard finished 
and paved. 
 

The next step was surveying and laying some track. That will be seen in Part Two. 

Wellington Club News 
Report and Photos by John Robinson 

June Running Day 

Just a short report to say we had an-
other successful running afternoon in 
June at my families railway, the 
H&M Garden Railway. 
 
Considering the cool afternoon there 
was a steady increase of strange peo-
ple turning up with an assortment of 
boxes under their arms.  
 
So as usual after a while my stock 
was replaced with guest equipment as 
can be seen in the accompanying pho-
tos. I held my breath as we ran Brian's 
large LGB loco, but with somewhere 
around 5mm clearance it made it 
through all the tunnels and through 
the truss bridge. 
 
As the guys left towards nightfall Ian 
and I did an experiment with a 
Digitrax Superchief. So with 5 amps 
of DCC power we had 3 loco's run-
ning. 1 with an MTS chip, 1 with a 
Digitrax chip and 1 analogue. Success 
was declared. 
 
Thanks to Melinda for keeping every-
one fueled with coffee and muffins. 

Continued... 

The biggest loco for the day provided by Brian. There was just 
enough clearance through the tunnels and truss bridge. 

Chris's lovely red Cambrian hauling Wayne's bolster wagons. 

 

The completed courtyard area 
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Christchurch Club News 

AGM 

The AGM of the ChCh Garden Railway Soc 
was held at Phillip Cooke’s on June 17th. 20 
people attended.  The current executive was 
returned for another year. 
 
A need for new club badges was identified.  
We are looking for submissions of a new de-
sign.  The requirements are that the club name 
must be legible and there needs to be room to 
display the members name. Other logos etc are 
optional. We need these to make the job of 
door staff easier at train shows.  Submissions 
should be forwarded to Don Ellis, so he can 
collate and present to the club for a decision. 
Phillip is looking at manufacturing companies 
and costs. 
 
After the meeting some videos where shown, 
including the train chase scene in Wallace and 
Grommet. Johnathan Grueber also unpacked 
his latest purchase, a Sumpter Valley Mallet, 
and gave the sound a try. 

Club Train Engineer Controllers 

The four club train engineer units have been 
fitted with appropriate crimp lugs and termi-
nals for attachment to the power supplies and 
track of the modular layout. These have also 
been fitted to the wires feeding the points on 
the modular layout. This is to make setting up 
and dismantling the portable layout quicker 
and easier at Exhibitions.   
If you wish to borrow this equipment please  
DO NOT cut off or damage these connections. 
If they do not suit your requirements please 
make up your own leads. 
Phillip Cooke. 

If you like you can try 
this link for a video 
report of the day: 
http://www.youtube.
c o m / w a t c h ?
v=s77u345ewaw 
 
And if you'd like to 
ride around part of the 
railway try:  
http://www.youtube.
c o m / w a t c h ?
v=rIWfThURlI8 
 
 

Jonathon’s new mallet.          Photo by John Lammiman 

John & Gavin's field loco's double heading a train of Gavin's stock. 
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From the Addington School Newsletter: 

The Model Train Show was 
held in our school hall last 
Sunday and this proved to be 
a very popular event with 
everyone who came along to 
view the show.   We would 
like to thank the Christchurch 
Garden Railway Society for 
the time and effort their 
members put into setting up 
their displays in support of 
our school. 

A total amount of $446.00 
was taken at the door and the 
Railway Society have kindly 
donated half of these door 
takings to our school funds.  
It is planned to hold a similar 
show here again at the same 
time next year, so if you were 
unable to come along last 
Sunday, make sure you see it 
next time!!!!! 

A big thank you also, to the 
staff and PTA members 
who spent time down here 
at school last Sunday  
cooking up sausages and 
selling cookies and    
chocolate bars to raise   
funds for the school.     
Your help was much                
appreciated. 
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NZAMRCNZAMRCNZAMRCNZAMRC    

Convention 2008Convention 2008Convention 2008Convention 2008    

 

The New Zealand Model 
Railway Convention 

 
Taradale. Hawkes Bay 

Easter 2008. 
 

For all those interested in model railways 
 

 
To register your interest: 

 
Phone: 06 8784873 

 
Email: 

Convention08@nzamrc.org.nz 
 

Post: 
15 Corwen Place 

Hastings 

Trainz07 
All railways all scalesAll railways all scalesAll railways all scalesAll railways all scales    

August 11/12 2007 
9:00am – 5:00pm Saturday 

9:00am – 3:00pm Sunday 

Centennial Hall, Lyttelton St, Christ-
church 

Theme: Portable layouts 
(Remember, a lot of this is applicable to any kind 

of railway modelling.) 

·     Visualising 

·     Benchwork 

·     Laying track – issues peculiar to mod-

ules 

·     Lightweight robust scenicking 

·     Electrics 

·     Storing and transporting 

·     DCC and DCC sound 

·     On site layouts 

·     Other stuff 

Lots of breakout time to look, meet people and 

chat. 

$25, includes tea/coffee/snacks/

lunch both days 
Enquiries:   Neil Andrews, 337 3001,  

                                  Helen.M@xtra.co.nz 

        Peter Ross, 384 2992,  

                    peterr@inet.net.nz 



Back in the December Garden Whistle, 
Jim Staton provided some notes and 
photos on the Denniston Incline Resto-
ration Project, which he is involved 
with as part of his role at DOC. 
 
The Denniston Incline, north of West-
port was sometimes referred to as the 
8th wonder of the world. From is open-
ing in 1879 to the closure in 1967 over 
12.5 million tons of coal is estimated to 
have gone hurtling down the incline in 
wagons. The steepest section is 1 in 6 
and the wagons have been reported to 
have reached speeds of up to 80km/hr 
during the descent. 
 
Since the closure, track and other 
equipment have been removed or bur-
ied in well meaning efforts to tidy up 
the area.  Now the site is being recog-
nised for the historic area that it is, and 
about 1 million dollars is being spent 
trying to put some of it back again.  
The stone walls have been repaired and 
the track in the top yard is being re-
laid. 
 
In May a DOC team of 35 people 
(including Jim Staton), some volunteers 
and John Gurney (the track man from 
Water Care services tramway in the 
Waitakeri Ranges) spent 4 days starting 
to relay the track.  The rail and sleepers 
were donated by OnTrack.   
Here are some pictures thanks to Jim 
Staton and John Gurney. 
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Denniston Update 

Above: looking the other way back towards the stone walls of former building foundations. 
                                                                    Bottom three photos by Jim Staton 
Placing sleepers at the top of the incline                                                                               Joining up track in the mist. 

The sleeper relay high up on Denniston with the coastline just visible 
far below in the distance.                                 Photo by John Gurney.   
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I am sure there is nearly a prototype for every-
thing somewhere in the world.  If you built a 
model wagon with a really obscure use, then 
searched hard enough, you would probably 
find a similar thing already exists in real life. 
 

Well now there is a prototype for picking your 
wagons up in the air and turning them around. 
 

That is just what they have done at Little 
River. 
 

The station museum (which was the terminus 
of the former branch line) has been collecting 
wagons for display since the old railway for-
mation was converted into a recreational cycle 
trail.  Now they have 4 wagons and a guards 
van which have arrived at various times and 
been joined up in front of the station.  But the 
trustees have decided that they would look 
much better if they were turned around to form 
a train ready to depart for Christchurch.   
So a crane was called in and all the wagons 

A Prototype for Everything 
 

were lifted out of the way. The guards van was 
picked up and turned around and pushed to the 
other end of the line.  Then the wagons were 
lifted back one at a time.  This was the second 
attempt, after the first crane sank up to it axles 
in soft ground. Now they are looking for an en-
gine to go on the front, so if anyone has one 
hiding in their backyard…..(Ian Barker??). 
 
Thanks to John Lammiman for passing on the 
newspaper cutting which appeared in the Little 
River Informer supplement in the Akaroa Mail. 
Thanks to Michael the editor for providing the 
photo which is printed below. (John spilt wine 
on his copy). 
 
So next time you are at a show and some smart 
ass tells you to shunt wagons around instead of 
picking them up, just show them this photo: 

Moving wagons at Little River.  Photo from the Little 
River Informer 18 May 2007.  Used with permission   
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This issue of the Garden Whistle contains combined content from G scale clubs in Wellington and 
Christchurch .  Each club is a separate identity and can be contacted as follows: 

Newsletter Contributions: 
Contributions of photos and/or articles for the newsletter are welcome: 
Please send to:  glen.bren@paradise.net.nz    or    Glen Anthony, 59 Colombo Street,  Christchurch 8022 

Christchurch Calendar: 
 

July  7 & 8th  - Timaru Model Train Show. 
 

July 22nd - Brian Allison, 7 Blackridge Lane, 
                        Brooklands. (see attached map) 
 

August 19th - Robin Jager Train Show - 
        Burwood School (set up day - Sat 18th) 
 

September 23rd - club meeting, offers? 
 

Feb 2008  -  Jim Staton, Hokitika. 

Ray’s White Pass diesel crosses the suspension bridge at the recent Bob McCully show.  Meanwhile yet more of 
Karl’s seemingly endless supply of hopper wagons go past on the right.                                      Photo by Kevin Leigh. 

Wellington:  
 

Next Meeting: 
July 8th -  Brian Russell, 
                  31 Coates Street 
                  Linden. 
If it's wet well watch some garden rail-
way DVD's on his big screen. 
 

August 11 &12 -  Model Wai, 
                               Masterton 

Model Train Show Dates:  

August 11& 12           Model Wai, Town Hall, Masterton 
August 19                   Robin Jager Memorial Train Show , Burwood School, Chch 
October 6 & 7             Christchurch Big Model Train Show , Pioneer Leisure Centre 
November 17 & 18     Wellington Rail-Ex 2007 Exhibition, TSB Arena 
March 15 & 16, 2008  Wellington G Scale Mini Convention .                  

Christchurch Garden Railway Society 
P.O. Box 7145 
Christchurch 8240 

 
Chairman: Don Ellis ph/fax 365-2267 wk 
Email: don@computercables.co.nz  

 
Treasurer: Phillip Cooke: ph 389-6192 

Email: philrail@xtra.co.nz  

Wellington Garden Railway Group 
39 Taylor Terrace 

Tawa 
Wellington  5028 

 
Chairman: John Robinson ph 232 5175  
Email: jdmcm.robinson@xtra.co.nz 


